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1.Introduction
My scientific work is mainly focused on the implementation, devel-
opment, and the experimental application of two, laser-based tech-
niques: two-photon polymerization for 3D microfabrication, and holo-
graphic optical tweezers for 3D micromanipulation.

Two-photon polymerization is a three-dimensional photolithogra-
phic method, offering the highest resolution as of today. The method,
introduced in 1997 [1], allows the fabrication of arbitrary shaped 3D
microstructures with sub-micron resolution from light-sensitive pho-
topolymers. Soon after its introduction the fabrication of microstruc-
tures operated by the optical micromanipulation technique of laser
tweezers was demonstrated [2, 3].

The so-called laser tweezers, or optical tweezers allow the spa-
tial manipulation of microscopic objects with focused laserbeams,
through the forces arising from the linear momentum of the elec-
tromagnetic radiation. The tweezed objects can be moved in three-
dimensions by moving the trapping focus, and with proper calibra-
tion procedures the external forces acting on them can be also mea-
sured. The method of optical trapping enabled such novel biophysical
experiments, as measuring the nanometer scale motion or the exerted
force of biological motor proteins [4, 5], and the measurement of the
elastic properties of single DNA molecules [6].

One of the most important advancement on the technique of op-
tical trapping was the invention of holographic optical tweezers. It
allows the creation of multiple independently moveable optical traps
in three-dimensions through the holographic beam shaping of the
trapping laser. Holographic optical tweezers makes it possible to
grab large and complex micro-objects at multiple points, or to ar-
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range live cells in a precise three-dimensional configuration [7].
The photopolymer materials processed in two-photon polymeriza-

tion have ideal optical properties for optical trapping. Thus, many
research groups started to work on the development of two-photon
polymerized microstructures that can be operated by optical tweez-
ers, enabling novel experiments to be performed with laser tweezers.
The group of Prof. Ormos Pál in the HAS Biological Research Centre
was one of the first to work in this field of research. I have conducted
my doctoral studies within this group under the supervision of Dr.
Kelemen Lóránd. In the two-photon polymerization lab led by him i
participated in the development of microstructures that extend the
method of optical trapping to novel applications [8–10].

Figure 1.1: The concept of microstructure based
indirect optical trapping of cells.

One part of the results presented in my doctoral thesis is from this
research direction: we have aimed on improving the optical trapping
of biological cells by the application of two-photon polymerized mi-
crostructures (Fig. 1.1). Although cells can be directly trapped and
manipulated by a laser tweezer, it is hindered by several drawbacks:
the high intensity of the trapping focus is harmful for the cell, while
the optical properties of cell result in weak trapping forces. To over-
come these problems i have developed a microstructure that once
attached to a targeted cell, enables its high precision 6 degrees of
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freedom spatial manipulation with a holographic optical tweezers,
while avoiding the cells exposure to the trapping beams.

Next, we aimed to use this novel indirect optical trapping method
of cells [11] for the realization of multiview microscopy. Multiview
microscopy enables to overcome the anisotropic, axially low resolu-
tion of optical imaging by taking observations from multiple direc-
tions, that can be fused together into an isotropic resolution image
stack. The key element of the method is the realization of multiple
viewing directions of the observed sample, for which the microstruc-
ture based 6 degrees of freedom cell manipulation can be well used.

To perform multiview microscopy on microstructure manipulated
biological cells i have built a holographic optical tweezers system
that is combined with a fluorescence microscope. I have also written
a dedicated software that can control both the holographic optical
traps and the imaging of the microscope. With the built system we
could successfully record fluorescence image-stacks of single cells in
a set of different orientations that were realized with the microstruc-
ture based optical manipulation. By fusing the recordings of various
orientations we could reconstruct the three-dimensional structure of
a given cell with isotropic resolution.

In the other half of my doctoral thesis i present results about
advancing the technique of two-photon polymerization (TPP). The
fabrication of microstructures with TPP can be very time consuming:
depending on the complexity and size of the microstructure it can
take from a few minutes to several hours. Thus fabricating a large
number of microstructures with TPP can be especially long. In light
of this it is worth to look for solutions for speeding up the fabrication
process. I have examined the applicability of dynamic holographic
beam shaping (the basis of holographic optical tweezers) in TPP. I
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have successfully developed a novel version of two-photon polymer-
ization, where the fabrication of single microstructures is speeded up
by exposing them with multiple holographically created and trans-
lated foci [12].

2.Materials and methods
For the realization of holographic two-photon polymerization i have
inserted a spatial light modulator into the TPP system of our group.
I have written a dedicated software that controls the holographic
foci in the fabrication process by controlling the holograms displayed
on the spatial light modulator. For the calculation of the necessary
holograms i have used an optimized algorithm [13], that can create
foci with highly uniform intensities and precise three-dimensional
positions. To reduce the calculation time of the hologram algorithm
i have coded it to run on an NVIDIA CUDA technology GPU.

Microstructures made when testing the holographic TPP, and the
micromanipulator structure were fabricated from the photopolymer
SU-8.

I have performed the microstructure bases indirect optical ma-
nipulation experiments on a Nikon Eclipse Ti-U inverted fluores-
cence microscope, that i extended with a holographic optical tweez-
ers setup. For the user friendly operation of the setup i have written
a software with a graphical interface. To enable the real-time con-
trol of the holographic optical traps i have applied the GPU based
hologram calculation that i have written for the holographic TPP.

In multiview microscopy i have recorded epifluorescence image-
stacks of K562 white blood cells decorated with fluorescent beads or
stained with a mitochondria dye. For processing the recorded image-
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stacks (deconvolution, spatial registration, multiview fusion) i have
coded small MATLAB routines.

3.Summary
In my doctoral thesis i have shown, that the technique of two-photon
polymerization, and the application of holografic optical tweezers can
be mutually extended: i) the method of holographic beam shaping,
used in holographic optical tweezers, can be very well applied in
two-photon polymerization; ii) the application of holographic optical
tweezers can be extended by the usage of two-photon polymerized
microstructures.

[T1]: I have implemented a novel mode of two-photon polymer-
ization that enables the fabrication of singe microstructures with
multiple foci, thereby speeding up the fabrication process. For this i
have applied the method of holographic beam shaping: using a spa-
tial light modulator i split the laser beam of the TPP system into
multiple holographic beams, each of which is projected into a distinct
focus by the focusing objective of the system. For the coordinated
movement of the holographic foci i have written a control software
that updates the beam splitting hologram on the SLM in synchrony
with its internal refresh rate. For the calculation of the holograms
i have applied an optimized algorithm that can create multiple foci
with highly uniform intensities on precise three-dimensional coordi-
nates. I have tested the holographic TPP method by fabricating
test microstructures that were exposed by 5 holographic foci. From
the evaluation of the fabricated microstructures i conclude that holo-
graphically created and translated foci can be very well used in two-
photon polymerization. The achieved scanning speed of 9 µm/s can
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be easily increased with the application of a higher refresh rate SLM.
[T2]: I have developed a microstructure, produced by two-photon

polymerization that can greatly enhance the method of optical trap-
ping of biological cells. This micromanipulator structure can be
trapped with holographic optical tweezers, and its biochemical sur-
face functionalization enables it to be easily attached to a targeted
cell. Through its optimal shape and refractive index, the microma-
nipulator enables the high precision, 6 degrees of freedom spatial
manipulation of the trapped cell, while avoiding the cell’s exposure
to the high intensity beams of the holographic optical traps. The
trapped cell’s lateral spatial fluctuation is low enough (x: 90 nm, y:
150 nm) to allow the unblurred imaging of the trapped cell, even with
long exposure times. Overall, this is a great improvement over the
previous modes of optical manipulation of biological cells.

[T3]: I have successfully applied the micromanipulator based cell
manipulation to perform multiview imaging. For this i have built
a holographic optical tweezers system combined with a fluorescent
microscope. I have written a dedicated software for the control of the
holographic optical manipulation and the multiview imaging. I have
characterized the multiview imaging, and shown that it is capable of
isotropic resolution reconstruction of the three-dimensional structure
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of a biological cell.
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